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God, Where Are You?
Ich bin das Wort von Gott dem allmächtigen

Wenn das Herz der Menschen durch gier
Und Hass verhärtet ist
Dann ist der Tag des jungsten Gerichtes
Nicht mehr fern

Armageddon, willkommen in der Hölle
Die Feuer der Hölle
Werden auf der Erde lodern

God, where are you?
God, where are you?
God, where are you?
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Land of Tomorrow
"Why, to give you a taste of your future… a preview of things to come."

It's a difficult time to show your own weakness
What's the meaning of life; there's nothing holding you
It's a far away to listen to reason
How much longer you are still alive

Come with me to the land of tomorrow
Try to escape from the misery behind
Come with me to the land of illusion
Then you will never, never go back from here

"Why, to give you a taste of your future… a preview of things to come."

There's a lot of distrust; divided opinions
A look of despair in endless desolation
There are different minds; hazy memories
Forget the old experiences; it doesn't worth it

Come with me to the land of tomorrow
Try to escape from the misery behind
Come with me to the land of illusion
Then you will never, never go back from here
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Depressive Frustration
Come on, change me this is the only way
When you want to be
You can choose the way if you die or if you stay
Sometimes when I close my eyes
I torment your soul I make you cry
You can feel the pain I can't see the shame

Depressive frustration sometimes in my mind
Rage and anger are burning at the sky
Depressive frustration sometimes in my mind
Rage and anger are burning at the sky

Look at me it could be
That you will never understand what you see
I have lost control of my body and my soul
Sometimes when I go insane
I punish you tread your dignity
You want to escape but there
Is something hold you back

Depressive frustration sometimes in my mind
Rage and anger are burning at the sky
Depressive frustration sometimes in my mind
Rage and anger are burning at the sky
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Bleak Prospects
Mission of finally destruction successful completed
Mankind's fate is sealed, unnecessary fear
Resistance is useless, no possibility to escape
Revenge to our civilization for all terrible mistakes

I see the burning lightning
Which your mental heals [out of reach]
That's the reason for that you
Will never feel [with a heart of steel]
I hear your seeking desperate cries
And it hurts so deep [simulated lust]
Such a terrible wrong idea
I didn't ever seen [it tears love into part]

Visions of forgotten impression finally past
The calm before the storm suffocate in your own blood
Desire for breathing increasing the pulse in your vein
Nothing left to lose, I become insane

I see the burning lightning
Which your mental heals [out of reach]
That's the reason for that you
Will never feel [with a heart of steel]
I hear your seeking desperate cries
And it hurts so deep [simulated lust]
Such a terrible wrong idea
I didn't ever seen [it tears love into part]
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Silent Death
Emptiness increase in my brain
Forgotten thoughts losing their aim
Take a look at me now suffer my pain
Taste my sorrow again and again

You feel the death inside
You look at black whole eyes
You can't exist without liquid of life
You see the face of death
You lay down helpless
You can't exist without liquid of life

Silent death

Emptiness increase in my brain
Forgotten thoughts losing their aim
Take a look at me now suffer my pain
Taste my sorrow again and again

You feel the death inside
You look at black whole eyes
You can't exist without liquid of life
You see the face of death
You lay down helpless
You can't exist without liquid of life
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Soldiers of Fortune
"In 1972 a crack commando unit was sent to prison by a military court for a crime they didn't commit. These man promptly
escaped from a maximum security stockade to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the government, they
survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem, if no one else can help, and if you can find them, maybe you can hire…
THE A-TEAM"

Black night of the scum
There is no sorrow
Blame anyone
Blasting back on your face
You suffocating your memories

There is something tearing your soul apart
No nothing will rescue your heart
You see the horror has begun
Disease destroying all your fun

We are the soldiers of fortune
You can never believe in it
We are the soldiers of fortune
We come when you never can breathe in
We are the soldiers of fortune
You can never believe in it

Bright night of the saint
There is no secret in their aim
Crucifix on your eyes
You are confined to your chains

There is something tearing your soul apart
No nothing will rescue your heart
You see the horror has begun
Disease destroying all your fun

We are the soldiers of fortune
You can never believe in it
We are the soldiers of fortune
We come when you never can breathe in
We are the soldiers of fortune
You can never believe in it
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Illusion Time
We're going sick it's just a question of time
It seems so stupid but we are so blind
That we can't see the danger of synthetic fantasy

Waiting for illusion time
Brain attack and feel alright
But I can't feel, nothing makes me happy

We are addicted by injected satisfaction
Artificial reality is what we need
But narcotic exterminate your memories

Don't destroy your own life lonely in rain
You want to feel the pain again. Insane

Waiting for illusion time
Brain attack and feel alright
But I can't feel, nothing makes me happy
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Killer Instinct
The fear in your eyes
Is a reflection of mind
Your knees are shaking strong
You are desperate
Don't falling down to the ground
Your heart begins to race
No illusions no hope
You try to survive nothing stops
Approaching disaster

And if you think you can loading your gun
It isn't easy to murdered someone
Feelings of guilty will coming to kill you
There is no justice in this world of hate
You'll better run you'll better hide
There is no chance that you can
Win this fight
You are not a killer who can
Them shut down
The wind blows cold. Out off a day

Pale face kind of disease great anxiety
No inner peace
The time stands still but no one hears
Your implore and your cries
Your heart begins to race just a victim
Of their hate
You want to take revenge but violence
Doesn't remove your tension

And if you think you can loading your gun
It isn't easy to murdered someone
Feelings of guilty will coming to kill you
There is no justice in this world of hate
You'll better run you'll better hide
There is no chance that you can
Win this fight
You are not a killer who can
Them shut down
The wind blows cold. Out off a day

Your heart begins to race
No illusions no hope
You try to survive nothing stops
Approaching disaster

You are afraid when tomorrow
Comes the day was too long
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Violent World
Another danger is breaking down
We lose control of order and law
We have to suffer for distress the evil
Is ruling all over you tread

Hey come and take this world of hate
It's your unusual fate
Uniform in harmony is this what
You want to see?
Hey come and take this world of pain
It's your endless shame
Human in agony is this what you want to see?

Another are is coming near they bring us all
An unknown fear
We have to make a decision how we can protect
Us for our decline

Hey come and take this world of hate
It's your unusual fate
Uniform in harmony is this what
You want to see?
Hey come and take this world of pain
It's your endless shame
Human in agony is this what you want to see?
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Wake Up Your Mind
Disgraced body hands in chains
Eternal torture a secret pain
Strange disease fear to express
A life in hell steel fortress

I hear the fear in your voice like a trembling whine
Ever underdog without hope and trust
I feel the pressure in your veins like a desert storm
Ever outsider cursed and scorned

Wake up your mind before the day is gone
Wake up your mind before the morning comes
Wake up your mind before there's no escape
Wake up your mind before it's too late

Totally aggression controlled slave
Where are the ideals buried in grave
Sadly truth injusted game
Don't want to change that's a shame

I hear the fear in your voice like a trembling whine
Ever underdog without hope and trust
I feel the pressure in your veins like a desert storm
Ever outsider cursed and scorned

Wake up your mind before the day is gone
Wake up your mind before the morning comes
Wake up your mind before there's no escape
Wake up your mind before it's too late

Psychic pressure suicide minds
The last exit the final sign
Overcome your fear make a choice
Show your force use your voice
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Pictures of Ignorance
I feel the greed I can't denied I see the sorrow
In unopened eyes and something unhappiness
I feel the anger between
The lines I read the truth
At ironic lies it's unidentified

I see pictures of ignorance
The truth depressed my mind

I feel the hate all the time intelligence
Has say goodbye it's like a paralysis
I feel the pain no one can see intolerance
Change you and me just an intricacy

I see pictures of ignorance
The truth depressed my mind
I see pictures of ignorance
The truth depressed my mind
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For Eternity
Dear God in hell!

Everything is possible when you just think
You can't create
Try it once and try it twice and you will see
It could succeed

Waiting for discovery illumination
Come over me
Oh can't you see that you and me
Is for the eternity

Sometimes you will come to the point
To realize your paranoid
It's only delusion ignore the ache and
You will see the reality

Waiting for discovery illumination
Come over me
Oh can't you see that you and me
Is for the eternity
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Half Rotten and Decayed
Destroy your enemy then you will final see
What is your history and who you are
Watch out for prophecy
Thay want that you believe
Keep your own purity together we are strong

You're crying to the master you're fading away
It's going to disaster and you must pray
You're crying to the lord but you can't stay
You've seen the only truth half rotten and decayed

Is this reality remember waht you've seen
You are disagree awake at your dream
Look behind the mask there is no faith and trust
Only dark desire feel the rhythm of pain

Live fast die young you want to escape from the past
The misery is coming near you want to disappear
There's someone in your neck it drifts you forward
Don't look back look ever straight ahead and never
Going back never going back

You're crying to the master you're fading away
It's going to disaster and you must pray
You're crying to the lord but you can't stay
You've seen the only truth half rotten and decayed
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Vision Thing
I saw a figure last night in my dream something
Pretty you have never seen
Lightning eyes and a smiling face I was seduced
By her embrace
And as she gave me her hand I understand there is
No time for guilty conscience
I've lost control again

Hear what I say that's the truth our way!

You are my vision thing I can't ignore
You're leading me
Fear torture fire in your eyes I know
The secrets of disguise
She's dragging me into misery
She's showing me my past
She's atrocity personified
She's never going out of mind

She hide her sorrow behind a laughing mask
She want to speak about the past
People lie and people kill that's why she is
Appearing in my dream
She lost belief in the human race that's our disgrace
But now it's too late to realize this is the time to die

You are my vision thing I can't ignore
You're leading me
Fear torture fire in your eyes I know
The secrets of disguise
Sometimes I cannot asleep
Without to counting sheeps
She's dragging me into misery
She's showing me my past

I saw a figure last night in my dream something
Pretty you have never seen
Lightning eyes and a smiling face I was seduced
By her embrace
And as she gave me her hand I understand there is
No time for guilty conscience
I've lost control again

Hear what I say that's the truth our way!

You are my vision thing I can't ignore
You're leading me
Fear torture fire in your eyes I know
The secrets of disguise
You are my vision thing I can't ignore
You're leading me
Fear torture fire in your eyes I know
The secrets of disguise
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Feindbild (short edit)
Another nightmare is start
In your brain
Are you ready to receive this pain
What kind of confusion
Into your head
Is it just a fiction of
Your own intellect

Break the wall of suicide nothing
To lose and nothing to hide
Stand alone left behind
Screaming in the night

Another religion want
To conquer your heart
Open the fire before they banish
You to the dark
Isn't easy to resist of temptation
And belief
But they want to kill you
Don't let them captivate you

Break the wall of suicide nothing
To lose and nothing to hide
Stand alone left behind
Screaming in the night
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